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Abstract 
Communication intertwingles two distinct, but interrelated areas: language, on the one hand, and the system based on rules, 
beliefs and socio-cultural practices, on the other.  The breakthrough of the new communication technologies in our daily lives has 
lead to new social practices and to less accurate messages in terms of the displayed linguistic and discoursal features. Spelling 
and punctuation mistakes, vocabulary and language mistakes, discoursal mistakes have been noticed in the messages transmitted 
by the nowadays teenagers who are ardent users of various social networks. This is the very reason for which the PR students 
need to develop written communication skills. In order to fulfill this purpose, we have conceived a written communication guide 
made up of three chapters. One of the chapters deals mainly with spelling and punctuation rules,  the other two focus on the 
interrelationship between language and social norms. The guide abounds in examples of faulty communication to be discussed 
and analysed, and in exercises dealing with the message construction, placement, customization, etc.  
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1. Introduction 
If living means communicating, a principle stated by Bateson and his disciples and reiterated by Bougnoux, 
(2000) talking about communication seems to be, at least apparently, something that everyone can master.  A deeper 
approach, however, reveals the complexity of communication generated by its implicit premises. Therefore, the 
specialists consider the process of communication as being far from uniform, balanced, total, transparent.  As 
humans are the ones confering meaning to communication, it is hardly belived that the semantic decoding can be 
done linearly, without encountering any difficulties. The process through which meaning is being confered to 
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communication is tightly connected to the complicated network of premises, intentions, objectives, needs, personal 
and social desires of the human being. For this very reason,  confering meaning to communication implies a constant 
confruntation between the sign and the system of norms, beliefs and socio-cultural practices of humanity. 
1.1. General framework 
The social relationships between individuals have been more and more mediated lately by technical devices. The 
mighty enterence of the technical means of communication into our lives has generated major behavioural changes 
in us. One of these changes refers to the semiotic level, more precisely, to the way in which language is used in 
terms of message construction, genre, grammatical accuracy, proper use of words. This is the actual premise of our 
research which is intended to be materialised in a written communication guide for the PR students. 
1.2. Identifying the problem 
The messages our ”Communication and Public Relations” students write on various social networks have 
triggered our decision to begin this study after realising that they have major communication problems. Although the 
inadequate verbal behaviour of some of our students may have various causes, which are beyond the scope of our 
study, we consider that the frequent use of the new communication technologies, whose main advatage and priority 
is the speed of communication, has led to a less careful form and, implicitly, content of the message, which thus 
become secondary.  
 We insist on the fact that there is a high probability that a message might be misinterpreted or simply not 
understood by the receiver because of its faulty construction or conveyance. But, beyond this, the most importat 
effect is the highly affected image of the sender. For this very reason, we have aimed at conceiving an instrument 
that comes to fulfill the needs of the students by drawing their attention on the importance of correct communication, 
no matter of the medium, be it virtual or real, in which it takes place.  
2.  Written communication guide 
In order to fulfill a need signaled among the PR students, The Written Communication Guide that we propose 
focuses on practical recommendations in terms of construction, conveyance and writing of the message. These 
recommendations are the result of the debates and analyses on some samples of texts taken from the written 
messages and online diaries of some students, but also from various messages selected from our every day life.   
2.1.   Objectives 
The Written Communication Guide aims at developing the students’ skills of writing correct messages and at 
improving the written communication competencies of the PR students. In order to reach our aim, the following 
objectives have to be taken into account:   
x Raising awareness of the importance of writing a message that is correct from a linguistic point of view and 
appropriate from the viewpoint of  the relationship with the receiver, the purpose of communication and context.  
x Teaching and applying the linguistic norms needed for writing a correct message  
x Teaching and applying the strategies for organising a message, for choosing the right style and for composing a 
correct message 
x  Developing the students’ aethetic sense in written communication  
 2.2.   Structure  
The structure of the Guide observes the objectives stated above and deals with the three aspects of written 
communication approached by our research: organising, conveying and composing a message. Thus, the bulk of the 
Guide refers to the construction of the written message and contains sets of example-exercises which are analysed 
and discussed in order to offer explanations, solutions, arguments. After analysing a set of example-exercises, a 
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conclusion is formulated in order to offer some practical guiding lines to solve that particular communication 
problem. The second part of The Written Communication Guide lays emphasis on the grammatical, orthographic and 
punctuation rules that offer solutions to the problems of conveying and composing the previously analysed 
messages. The last part comprises a collection of exercises aimed at applying the practical norms of comoposition, 
and the strategies formulated as conclusions in the first part of the Guide.  
The part of the Guide that focuses on the composition of the written message has also a section dealing with the 
way in which ideas should be organised in a coherent and effective message.  The exercises are chosen in order to 
develop the students’ skills during the different stages of the message composition process.  For example, before the 
actual message composition stage, we propose certain exercises regarding:  
x  the analysis of the audience 
x the setting of the goal 
x the component elements of the message. 
As for the message composition stage, we propose a set of exercises referring to: 
x the flow of ideas 
x the arguments brought to support the ideas presented in the message 
x the use of some composing strategies 
x the choice of the appropriate communication style. 
The proofreading stage comprises exercises aimed at checking the message conveyance, the orthography, the 
punctuation and the coherence of  ideas. 
2.3.  Types of exercises 
Although the three aspects under discussion in this Guide – the flow of ideas, the conveyance and composition of 
the message – are intertwingled in written messages, they are approached separately, from didactic reasons, and dealt 
with  in certain sets of exercises. Some examples will be given below. 
The analysis of the audience is done through a series of questions: Who is the receiver of the message?; What 
would s/he want to know?/ What is s/he interested in?; What would be the effect of the message?; What would help 
the receiver to better understand the message?; How does the receiver perceive the message?; How does the receiver 
perceive the message sender?; What is the reaction of the receiver after reading the message? (Taylor, 2010). 
In order to establish the component elements of the message to be transmitted we use exercises aimed at: 
x making  a list 
x eliminating irrelevant information 
x putting together the complementary  information 
Example – applying the method of the seven questions: WHAT? (basic message); WHO? (interested persons); 
WHEN? (days, hours, deadlines);WHERE? (place); HOW? (circumstances, explanations); WHY? (causes and/or 
objectives); TO WHAT EXTENT? (measurable data). 
 We also propose some exercises that help the students  to better compose the written message: 
x coherent flow of ideas - selecting and putting together complementary information, bringing arguments to 
support the ideas presented in the message 
Example – Exercises that help the students to transfer the message from one level of content to the other. 
x the choice of the appropriate communication style  
Example: We propose exercises in which the same  message is formulated differently taking into account the 
communication style, the communicative purpose, the receiver and the context; text simplification exercises and 
rephrasing exercises. 
x the use of alternative communication codes (e.g. expressing ideas through graphic images) or of some  other 
alternative representation methods (e.g. tables) 
Example: We use restating exercises (e.g. the message is transfered from one code to another one) – one image is 
shown to the students; the students’ task is to state a short, concise, coherent and correct linguistic message that 
describes the image.  
x the use of some composing strategies  
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Example:  We resort here to exercises to customise the message (changing the communication style from the I – to 
the YOU- and to the impersonal mode of addressing the audience) (de Peretti., Legrand & Boniface, 2001, pp. 154-
156) 
x composing the message 
Example: We make use of synonymy substitution exercises and of exercises in which the grammatical category is 
changed. 
x writing the message 
Example: We make recourse to exercises in which some ambiguous, unclear texts and  some messages with 
orthographic or/ and  punctuation mistakes have to be corrected . 
3.  Conclusion 
The Written Communication Guide shows our concern to improve the written communication of our PR students. 
The way in which we communicate is essential because it is a component element of the self-image projected to the 
others, including also the receiver of the message. Therefore, it is important that we compose and write our messages 
with great care and it is even more important that the future PR specialists, the ones that contribute immensely to 
building a person’s or an organisation’s self-image, use the language accurately. The focus is on practical exercises, 
on discussing and anaysing the given examples because, in this way, the students may assimilate the information 
more easily. The part of the Guide that comprises exercises and communication situations that are to be discussed by 
the students offers them the possibility of applying the learned notions and of developing the written communication 
skills. 
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